Year One Home Learning
Spring 2 – Week 4 – 18.3.19

This week we have been:
* exploring the story of Man on The Moon by Simon Bartram
* designing and making a space belt to hold 3 objects,
* learning about a day in the life of an astronaut on the International Space
Station,
* learning to use vocabulary related to length,
* measuring objects around the classroom and outdoor area.
For home learning, you can……
* Draw around your family members’ feet and find objects to measure them with
* Find 5 toys/teddies and put them in order from tallest to shortest.
* If you were an alien, what would you look like? What planet would you come
from? Draw a picture of yourself as an alien!
* Practise reading real and alien words at home by playing ‘Picnic on Pluto’ on your
computer at home: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ChildrensMenu.htm
Phonics
In Sophie’s group we have been investigating ways to spell /ee/ (sleep, treat, chief, me,
funny, money) and finding out which ones are most common – or a ‘best bet’. We have
also looked at alternative ways to spell /ch/ (church, match).
In Sarah and Fiona’s group we have been learning the alternative spelling for /air/ (bear,
there, hair), /or/ (talk, four, caught), ur (learn, word, circus) and /oo/ (could, put).
In Naomi’s group we have been revising split digraph u_e, practising reading 2 syllable
words such as farmyard and revising tricky words learnt to date.
In Leela’s group we have been learning the alternative spelling of the sound ‘oo’ (clue,
glue, true), ‘or’ (saw, paw, raw), ‘w’ (what, why, when) and ‘f’ (phonics, dolphin, alphabet).
We have also been practising the letter names alongside their sounds.
In Rez’s group we have been learning the split digraph o_e (lobe, stone, bone) and a_e
(make, game, cake). we also wrote short sentences using all our previous digraphs
including tricky words.

Have a great weekend!

Can you find all the planets?

Here’s a short rhyme to help you remember the order of the planets!
Mercury
My

Venus
Very

Earth
Mars
Elderly Mother

Jupiter
Just

Saturn
Sat On

Uranus Neptune
Uncle
Ned

